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ABSTRACT

We report on a novel method of acoustic wear analy-
sis using spectral classification based on a model of mam-
malian audition. This approach uses biologically-inspired
pre-processing filters that give a multi-resolution represen-
tation of the sound timbre. A Tree Structured Vector Quan-
tizer (TSVQ) is used to create a classification tree based on
the wear labels.

We have obtained encouraging results for tools of differ-
ent diameters, cutting different materials. Trees trained on
one kind of data seem to generalize well to new data sets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Much work has been done in real-time monitoring of ma-
chinery to detect faults as and when they occur, rather than
wait until the next maintenance period. This way, unneces-
sary maintenance, as well as long runs in a faulty condition,
can be avoided. In the case of a cutting tool, trying to cut
with a blunt tool can lead to the breakage of the tool and
degradation of the job, while pulling the tool off for fre-
quent assessments are expensive in terms of the machinist’s
time. It is of interest to develop a method that can give an
estimate of the wear from easily observable signals. This
estimate can be used by the machinist to help her own intu-
ition.

Experienced machinists can usually tell when a tool is
too blunt to cut efficiently. Changes in cutting force or over-
heating are useful cues, but a more important indicator is
the sound of the tool. Our goal in this work is to develop a
system of classifying the acoustic signature of the tool ac-
cording to the wear level.

This problem has many parallels with speech recogni-
tion, where the goal is vowel recognition or speaker identi-
fication. But there are some difficulties unique to the tool-
monitoring problem. Classifying the sound is not the final
goal here, as it is in the case of speech recognition. Here the
aim is to classify sounds and then correlate these classes to
the physical state of the tool. In addition, modifications are

needed because the training data are usually very sparsely
labeled. For example, in our case, there are only two-three
wear measurements for the whole lifetime of a tool. Having
measurements at more frequent intervals is not possible in
practice without disrupting the whole milling process.

Most previous work on estimating tool wear or dam-
age from acoustic emissions has concentrated on using the
power density spectrum in various ways; the simplest ap-
proach being just the average power of the sound signal [8],
[12]. A more sophisticated way of using the power spec-
trum is to compare the total power in various sub-bands [3],
[6]. These simple approaches give surprisingly good results
in many cases. One approach which uses a learning expert
system with torque and thrust information, in addition to vi-
bration data is given in [5].

A rather more sophisticated approach is detailed in [9]
where the author, working on the same data-set that we
used, tries to isolate high-energy transients from the sound
signal; one of the assumptions being that transients would
be good indicators of chipping or fracture.

2. VIBRATION MODES OF COMPLEX
MACHINERY

Determining the effect of wear on the acoustic emissions of
a piece of machinery is complicated by the fact that machine
tools have very complex vibration modes. Usually such ma-
chines can be modeled accurately only as 3-dimensional,
non-linear, distributed systems. Non-linear phenomena like
chatter are evidence for this [2]. Classical models of ma-
chine tool vibration have been almost exclusively linear,
lumped-system approximations [13]. Atleast one author has
applied statistical analysis in the form of an ARMA (Auto-
regressive moving average) process driven by uncorrelated
noise [10].

Since simple models of the tool surface - vibration re-
lationship are not available, one is forced to look for non-
parametric solutions to this problem. Our approach in this
paper is to first extract a feature vector from the sound,
and then do a non-model-based classification using Vector



Quantization [4]. Obviously, the performance of the classi-
fier depends strongly on the proper selection of the feature
vector.

We use filters based on a model of mammalian audition,
which have been successfully used to classify vowel sounds
[11]. This is followed by a tree structured classifier, based
on vector quantization. Since one of our aims is to imitate
what the human machinist does, this model was a natural
choice.

3. AUDITORY FILTERS

We use two auditory filters, developed by Shamma et.al., for
preprocessing. The first one is a model of the filtering and
nonlinear operations that take place in the inner ear [15].
The second filter mimics the analysis of the filtered signal
that take place in the primary auditory cortex [14].

3.1. INNER EAR

This filter (Fig 1) describes the mechanical and neural pro-
cessing in the early stages of the auditory system. In the
Analysis Stage, a bank of constant-Q filters, approximate
the function of the eardrum and the basilar membrane in the
cochlea with the continuous spatial axis of the cochlea as
the scale parameter.

The Transduction Stage models the conversion of the
mechanical displacements in the basilar membrane into elec-
trical activity along a dense, topographically ordered array
of auditory nerve fibers. This conversion can be well mod-
eled by a three-stage process consisting of 1) a velocity
coupling stage (time derivative), 2) an instantaneous non-
linearity describing the opening and closing of the ionic
channels and 3) a low-pass filter to describe the ionic leak-
age through the hair cell membranes.

The third stage called the Reduction Stage effectively
computes an estimate of the spectrum of the stimulus, through
a lateral inhibitory network(LIN). The details can be found
in [15]. The output of this filter is a spectral estimate of the
input.

3.2. THE AUDITORY CORTEX

The second filter that acts on the output of the first filter is
based on the action of the primary auditory cortex (A1). In
the A1, the 1-D acoustic spectrum is analyzed along three
feature axes: thespectral symmetryon theφ axis, thelocal
bandwidthon the scales axis, and thefrequency compo-
nentson the tonotopicx axis. This analysis can be thought
of as a local affine wavelet transform of the acoustic spec-
trum. The scale axiss gives a multi-scale representation
of the spectrum. The lower the resolution, the broader the
bandwidth that the cell is attuned to.
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Figure 1: Spectral processing of sound stimuli in the inner
ear

This approach is similar to other methods like discrete
cosine transform (DCT) or cepstrum based frameworks that
are often employed for spectral shape analysis. However
cepstral methods differ from the cortical approach in that the
cortical approach is local along the tonotopic axisx, where
the cepstral coefficients capture global features of the spec-
tral shape.

4. TREE STRUCTURED VECTOR QUANTIZER
(TSVQ)

TSVQ is an example of a classification tree where the given
test vectors are classified stage by stage, with each stage giv-
ing a sharper classification than the previous. Each node of
the tree is associated with a centroid, which can be thought
of as a paradigm for a particular class (Fig 2). All test vec-
tors start out by belonging to the root node. Then the vec-
tor is compared with the centroids of all nodes which are
children of the node it currently belongs to. The vector is
classified into the child with the centroid that is “closest” to
it according to some metric. The vector eventually ends up
in a leaf node, and is assigned a class according to the class
of the leaf node.

Making a vector quantizer (VQ) in the form of a tree of-
fers several advantages. Firstly, if the tree is more or less
balanced, the number of comparisons that have to be made
areO(log n) wheren is the total number of partitions of
the vector space. For a VQ on one level, we would have to
makeO(n) comparisons. This improvement in search effi-
ciency can be a big factor when we have a large number of
classes (as in the case of classifying radar returns [1]). Also,
as explained later, we can use parallel TSVQ techniques to
further reduce the search time.

Secondly, the way the underlying vector space is split
at each node is frequently indicative of natural partitions in
the data-set. The sequence of features that play the most
important role in the partitioning at each level give a natural
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Figure 2: Multi-resolution tree structured VQ

ordering of their importance in the classification. Thus in
the case of the radar return classification mentioned above,
the tree structure gives a tesselation similar to theaspect
graphin computing literature.

4.1. MULTI-RESOLUTION TSVQ (MRTSVQ)

One special kind of VQ classifying tree is the Multi-Resolution
TSVQ (MRTSVQ). Any particular test vector in an MRTSVQ
is represented in multiple resolutions or scales. One obvious
method of creating such a representation is through affine
wavelet transforms. The auditory cortex filter we use is an
example of a biological multi-resolution transform that fol-
lows from studies of the primary cortex.

Mathematically, for a given vectorx we create a multi-
resolution representation

S0x, S1x, S2x, . . . , SJ∗x (1)

WhereSix is the vectorx at theith resolution in terms of
some multi-resolution transformSi. At each leveli in the
tree, theith resolution vectorSix is compared against the
centroids of the nodes in that particular level of the sub-tree.
The centroids at a particular level are also represented at
the corresponding resolution. The vector is classified into
the node that has the nearest neighbor centroid. At the next
level, the next higher resolution of the vector is used for the
comparison.

This method of classification offers one advantage over
the unembellished TSVQ. At the higher levels, where more
comparisons have to be made, we can use a vector with
lesser number of bits, thus doing many simple computa-
tions. As we go down the tree (and sharpen our classifica-
tion), we do lesser number of progressively longer distance-

calculations. Small amounts of information, in the form of
a coarse approximation of a suitable representation of the
signal, are used first to provide partial classification. Pro-
gressively finer details (more information) are added until
satisfactory performance is obtained. This computational
advantage is very important in online algorithms.

5. TRAINING

In our way of combining class labels in growing TSVQ,
we build a tree for each class, using only the appropriately
labeled data. This method, usually called Parallel TSVQ,
gives better results than making one tree for all the classes
combined. In the combined tree, an initial wrong misclas-
sification into one particular sub-tree can end in a vector
being incorrectly classified. This problem is avoided, to a
great extent, in the parallel case. The Parallel TSVQ is also
quicker to execute when we have a large number of classes.
Testing on each tree can be done in parallel, which reduces
computational time.

5.1. PREPROCESSING OF TRAINING DATA

The sound data is cut up into frames, each frame corre-
sponding to the sound in one revolution. Each frame is
then cut into four sub-frames, corresponding to each quarter
(flute) of the tool. The sub-frames are then passed through
the inner ear and auditory cortex filter to obtain a set of
multi-resolution vectors describing the timbre spectrum of
the sound. We use an average of the four sub-frames in each
frame as input to the tree growing algorithm.

5.2. TREE GROWING ALGORITHM

We use a tree-growing algorithm that has been used by Baras
and Wolk [1] for classifying radar returns. The details of the
algorithm can be found in the above reference. Essentially,
the tree algorithm uses the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algo-
rithm [7] for VQ at each level of the tree. At each level,
the tree algorithm starts with an initial fixed number of cen-
troids. The LBG algorithm is used to find a distribution
of centroids that correspond to a local minimum in the ex-
pected squared error distortion. Then an additional centroid
is introduced and LBG applied again to find the expected
distortion. If the change in distortion from the addition of
this new centroid is greater than a fixed fraction of the origi-
nal distortion, another centroid is introduced and the process
repeated.

If the change in distortion is lesser than then fixed frac-
tion, the algorithm goes to the next level. The cell in the
current level is fixed and the leaf node with the highest value
of the distortion is then split at the next lower level (higher



resolution). This process goes on until a stopping criterion
is satisfied. The stopping criterion we used was the final
number of leaf nodes.

6. TESTING

Testing was done on data belonging to different tool diame-
ters and job material. Tools that had not been used in train-
ing were used in the testing procedure. The preprocessing
was similar to what was done for training. Each vector was
dropped down all trees and the distance to the centroids of
the leaf nodes it fell into, was compared. The vector is as-
signed a wear-class according to the wear level of the tree
that gives the least distance from the centroid to the vector.

This way, we get a time series of wear-class prediction
for all the frames for all the passes. Next we take a sliding
window of 500 frames and find the mean wear estimate for
this window. Plots of the mean wear estimate vs. tool-life
in frames (revolutions) is shown in Fig 3, 4 and 5.

For the case of a 0.5” dia. tool cutting 4340 steel, Fig
3, it is apparent that our method has picked up features in
the sound that seem to be correlated to the tool-life and the
wear of the tool. The periodic variation in the wear estimate
is a result of the different passes. The actual sound made
by the tool is not just a function of the state of the tool, but
also depends on the position on the job the tool is presently
at. The character of the sound at the beginning and the end
of the cut is very different from that in the middle, with
all other conditions remaining the same. The wear estimate
at the start and end of the pass are higher than that in the
middle. This could correspond to the observation that the
wear rateat the starting and ending of the job is higher than
in the middle. This might point to the fact that the sound
of the tool is more properly classified into a particularwear
and wear rate combination, and not just wear.

Fig 4 shows the results of testing data corresponding to
a 0.5” dia. tool cutting a titanium job on the same classifi-
cation tree. Here also we see the gradual increase in the tool
wear, though the way it increases is different from that in
Case 2. Fig 5 shows the results of the classification on data
for a 1.0” dia. tool cutting 4340 steel.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The mammalian ear model coupled with a TSVQ seems to
pick out features that are strongly indicative of wear. Fur-
thermore, trees trained on one particular tool-job configura-
tion seem to generalize easily to other configurations. This
indicates that our features are not tool or material specific,
but are characteristic of the cutting process in general. Al-
gorithms that seek to predict tool wear based on just the
spectrum cannot do this.
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Figure 3: Mean and variance of wear estimates versus time
(in frames) for tool s1
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Figure 4: Mean and variance of wear estimates versus time
(in frames) for tool ti4
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Figure 5: Mean and variance of wear estimates versus time
(in frames) for tool 1s2

Two directions for future research are

1. Developing a model of the tool wear process in terms
of dynamical systems like Hidden Markov Models.

2. Investigating whether classification of the sound into
a combined (wear, wear-rate) state rather than just a
wear state gives any additional benefit. Physically, it
has been noticed that sounds that indicate chatter and
other nonlinear phenomena correspond to a particular
wear-rate, rather than a particular wear. The difficulty
in this approach would be a lack of frequent measure-
ments.
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